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1. WITHOUT COMPROMISING

13. CLIMATE ACTION

BY 2030 WE WILL HAVE STRENGTHENED RESILIENCE TO CLIMATE RELATED HAZARDS AND NATURAL DISASTERS IN ALL COUNTRIES

#GlobalGoals
“LET TONG-YEONG BIKE” : ROAD ALONG THE SHORE
LIKE SEOUL, PARIS, AND SHANGHAI
2. MEET THE NEED OF THE PRESENT

8. DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
11. SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
REDUCE
YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT
PROMOTE INTERACTION BETWEEN YOUTH AND COMMUNITIES IN TONG-YEONG
PROMOTE ECONOMIC GROWTH
ATTRACT MORE FOREIGN TOURISTS IN TONG-YEONG
1. ARTIST COURSE
FEEL THE ART, FEEL THE CITY OF TONG-YEONG!
1. FEEL THE CITY OF ART

CHEONGMA LITERARY HOUSE
TRADITIONAL MARKET - DONGPIRANG MURAL VILLAGE - NAMMANGSAN SCULPTURE PARK
ISANG YOUN MEMORIAL PARK
HYUKRIM JEON ART GALLERY
CABLE CAR
TONG-YEONG INTERNATIONAL CONCERT HALL
KYONGNI PARK MEMORIAL HALL
Tong-yeong Theatre Arts Festival

- City of Tong-yeong has variety kind of festival
2. TRADITION COURSE

HISTORY?
HI-STORY?
HI! STORY!
2. GRANDMA-THEATER!!

TONG-YEONG HYANGGYO
OTTCHIL ART MUSEUM
CHUNGNYEOLSA SHRINE
NAVY HEAD QUARTER OF THREE PROVINCE CENTER TRADITIONAL MARKET
CULTURE PLAZA
SEOHO TRADITIONAL MARKET
LACQUERWARE INLAID WITH MOTHER-OF-PEARL HAND CRAFT WORKSHOP
CABLE CAR
Center Traditional Market

- Enjoyable system like Tong-In market in Jongno
- "Yeop-Jeon Buffet"
3. ECO-FRIENDLY COURSE

ESCAPE FROM THE CITY, ESCAPE FROM THE STRESS!
3. BE THE FISHER MAN

YEONMYUNG FISHING VILLAGE
DAL-A PARK
FISHERIES SCIENCE MUSEUM
CYPRESS FOREST
CABLE CAR
MARINE SIGHTSEEING PARK
Yeonmyung Fishing Village

- What Local need: Labor force
- What Tourist could do: Helping local people with participating work. They could experience fishery.
“A youth is to be regarded with respect. How do you know that his future will not be equal to our present”

-Confucius
THANK YOU!
YOU QUESTION
AND
WE ANSWER